Theoretical study and optimization of a fluidstructure interaction problem 
corresponding state équations are those of a bidimensional elastoacoustic interaction problem in a bounded medium. The fluid is assumed to be idéal, irrotational and compressible. The structure is resolved into two parts : -its top side is identified to a transversally vibrating plate, which is supposed to be thin, elastic, homogeneous and of variable thickness ; -the rest of the structure is assumed to be rigid. Consequently, the (ox u ox 2 ) -section of the vibrating part, namely T, obeys the clampedclamped beam équation.
Gravity effects are neglected and assumptions leading to linear équations are made (i.e. small displacements and perturbations, fïxed geometry).
Notations

H= ]-a, + a[x ]-b,0
[ represents the bounded domain occupied by the fluid. Its boundary dfl is splitted into two parts T and 2, where F -]-a, + a [ x {0} and 2 = bfl -Y . n Y (resp. n x ) represents the outward normal vector to Y (resp. to 2).
From now on, Y will be identified to ]-«,+«[. p (resp. a) is the constant density of the fluid (resp. of the structure). c is the constant sound celerity in the fluid. E is the constant Young modulus of the structure. D is the variable plate thickness distribution. Let o> be the harmonie pulsation for the coupled System which can be described by the following variables : N.B. : For the sake of brievity, the time dependence in e /a) ' will be omitted in the équations.
The present choice of variables deserves an explanation. It has been attempted, for a long time, to formulate interaction problems, in a symmetrie way [1, 2, 3] , by means of a restricted number of unknowns. In this optie, three-fields représentations have been introduced (see [4, 5] ). In the present paper, the basic idea, due to R. Ohayon [6] , is to use a mixed description for the structure involving a dynamic dual variable and a scalar représentation for the fluid, whereas, in the above mentionned papers, a mixed représentation for the fluid was used, with a primai description for the structure. For many problems it might be more interesting to use the present description which needs two unknowns on the boundary and only one in the domain.
1,3. The governing équations
The hereabove hypothesis lead to the following set of équations : The pressure field p obeys Helmholtz équation in il
C with boundary interface conditions : dp | dn 1 2 = 0 on 2 , (2) dp | dn | r = tu 2 py on T ,
the following compatibility condition, derived by a Green formula applied to (1) and (2), (3), must be fulfilled
On the structure T, the dual variable is defined as the inertia reaction force : The variational formulation for équation (1) to (7) is given by : Find co 2 in R* and X = (p,r,y) in ^, X#0, such that, for every
zpdy+ j zrdy = 0. In this section, the existence of a real discrete spectrum of eigenvalues for problem (8) , (9) , (10) is proved.
The variational formulation (8) , (9), (10) is set into the form of a spectral problem in a constrained space, on which classical spectral analysis applies.
The most interesting point in that proof is to show off how to settle down a modal synthesis method which can be used to discretise the problem. This point is developed in another paper [9] by the author (see also [8] (the minus sign in (11) has been chosen for convenience for later calculus).
As p belongs to H 1 (Ci) and obeys compatibility condition (4), it can be deduced that :
and that (For the sake of brievity, the notation P s will stand for the function and its constant value in H). The « physical décomposition » (11) of p naturally induces a décomposi-tion of the coupling space # into a direct sum of two subspaces denoted bŷ -y>STi (ST for structure), is formed with the éléments of # for which the pressure field is defined by relation (12) :
Consequently, % AC * (AC for acoustic), is reduced to vol. 22, n° 1, 1988 It can be checked that, for every X -(p, r, y ) in <g\ the following relation is satisfied :
(i.e., p and P s (y) are orthogonal in L 2 (H)). Therefore, ^5 r and <ë AC are orthogonal subspaces in <$.
Translated variationnal formulation
An other implication of décomposition (11) is presented hère. Instead of using the pressure field/» to describe the fluid, one can just use its purely acoustic part/?, its pneumatic part P$(y) being totally determined by the knowledge of y. This permits to get rid of compatibility condition (4) in the Coupling space. The translated variationnal formulation writes :
Find u> 2 in IR* and
P Jn L pc Jn J J
The actual pressure field p is, of course, calculated afterwards, owing to relation
P=P-Psiy), where P s (y) = -^-\ y dy .
meas AI J p Equation (16) reveals the part played by the structure displacement y : y is an auxiliary variable for problem (14) , (15), (16) . Indeed, for every
, there exists a unique >> in HQ(T) defined by équation (16) . This resuit dérives from Lax-Milgram's theorem.
Furthermore, it can be checked that y obeys the estimation ;
where c is a strictly positive constant. To prove (17), one has to use Deny-Lion's resuit (see [10] ) saying that the gradient semi-norm |Vp| Q n is a norm in (H 1 (Cl) n LQ(£1)) equivalent to y is also solution to an energy minimization problem : 
J r
A Green operator G may be associated to équation (16)
Operator G enables a condensation for the problem under study, by eliminating y from équations (14) and (15), without loosing the symmetry in
Spectral formulation
Though the initial formulation in (p, r, y ) is resumed in this section, the abovementionned results are exploited. As y is an auxiliary variable, its determinating équation (10) < such that, for every Y in # * :
is equivalent to variational problem {(8), (9), (10) • Take a solution w 2 and X in ^ to variational problem (8) , (9), (10 , X} is a solution to spectral problem (18).
• Reciprocally, take a solution w 2 in R* and X in ^* to spectral problem (18). Equation (10) is satisfied, as X belongs to #*. Check now, that X obeys also équations (8) and (9) . For that, write équation (18), for peculiar éléments Y of <^* : first, take Y = (0, s, z) in <^* and check that équation (8) is satisfied, then take Y-(q,0,z) in #* and check that équation (9) 
si is self ad joint, positive and invertible. To be in the classical spectral analysis framework (see [11] for instance), one has to check that si ~l is compact in ^ * for the topology associated to B(X, Y), and this is the only non-immediat point of the proof.
Let there be a séquence, bounded in #*. A subsequence, denoted by X n , X n = (p n , r n , y n ), can be extracted and weakly converges in #*. Let there be X = (p 7 r, y ) its weak limit, such that 
Results (26) and (36) permit to conclude that X n strongly tends to X for the topology associated to B(X, Y).
The classical spectral analysis theory permits to conclude. 
Formulation of the optimization problem
In this section, we intend to maximize the gap between two consécutive coupled eigenvalues oi N _ 1 and a> N of spectral problem (21), (see section 2.5), for a given frequential order N. This optimum design problem is simplified as domain variations are controled by a lone design function, the structure thickness distribution D.
The problem can be summed up by the following scheme : For a given control variable Z>, the system is governed by the state équation whose solutions, the state variables, permit to define the criterion to minimize in an admissible control set °U aà :
I
Note that similar problems have been studied by M. P. Bends0e and N. Olhoff for beams [12] , shallow arches [13] and plates [14] in vacuo. As far as we know, optimization for a coupled fluid-structure system had never been looked at bef ore.
According to Taylor and Bends0e [15] , a bound formulation is used to avoid cumbersome difficulties due to the non-differentiability of multimodal eigenvalues.
The trick consists in introducing two artificial variables <o(D) and P(D), respectively middle-point and radius of the interval deüned by [oi N _ 1 (D) ; o> N (D)], and stating the problem as the minimization of the criterion defined by
This minimization is submitted to suitable constraints of three types : design constraints, artificial constraints and state constraints.
The design constraints are imposed for technological reasons, and, in the present case, they are also necessary to ensure the existence of an optimum (see [16] ). Control variable D is searched in the space <% aé of piecewise continuous fonctions on Y and obeys the following two constraints : 
and foTi^N, u>
Last, the state problem is related as a constraint : 
Now, for the sake of brievity, implicit dependance of all variables upon control D shall be omitted.
Lagrangian of the problem
To introducé the Lagrangian functionnal if for the present optimization problem, a multiplier is associated to each constraint. Namely, -the function a to relaxe minimum thickness constraint (44), -the scalar v to volume constraint (39), First, note that dérivation of if with respect to multipliers gives back all the constraints (38) to (43).
Then, dérivation with respect to slack variables a (resp. <r t ) enables to dérive activity conditions for inequality constraints (38) (resp. 4m(ü>-p)
Note that necessarily m, (resp. m), is greater or equal than 1, as constraint (40) Note that X* is equal to zero, as soon as i ^ N or i -N. Hence, only the eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalues equal to (w -p ) 2 and (o> + p ) 2 should be computed. Last, dérivation with respect to design variable D gives the « optimality criterion » (see [8] ).
Let us recall that eigenvector X 1 stands for X 1 = (p\ r\ y 1 ) (see section 2. Thanks to all the above results, the optimality criterium can be finally reduced to the following équations.
D(x) implicitely defined by équation (48), for x in T u .
The above System has been solved by an efficient itérative algorithm, using a modal synthesis method for the state problem. Full details can be found in référence [8] and [9] .
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